Read ‘Make Your Own Air Conditioner-Cum-Heater’

A guide book to make ‘Snowbreeze’ at home, by inventor M.B. Lal.

For more information contact the author at: saroj_lal@yahoo.com

It is enough to survive most power cuts. It is low cost, low tech but a perfect answer to beat the heat.” — CNN-IBN TV news channel

“It’s cheap to make. Two carpenters can make it in two days.” — The Statesman (in a full page article on “Snowbreeze”)

“Snowbreeze is a simple non-patented invention that helps people keep cool during the sizzling hot summers — all at a fraction of the cost required to run conventional air conditioners.” — THE HINDU

“M.B. Lal has devised this way to keep his room cool when rest of Delhi seethes under the summer heat and humidity.” — Indian Express
Comments on the IBNLive video aired on May 12, 2008

binomon really fantastic...... i would like to learn more .if get details from ‘snow breeze’ by Sri. M.B.Lal, please give the availability of the same. the steps of ibn is appreciated (Posted: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 at 07:19)

Kanwar Great effort by Mr. Lal. Generously he has not patented it unlike other vulture who sell 1 Re. technology for Rs. 100/-. for ex: Microsoft (Posted: Tuesday, May 13, 2008 at 00:02)

Shashidhara.v The heat solution given by Mr.M.B.Lal is cool, when it is very hot during summer man. I thank IBN for publishing this innovation. Now I want to innovate and develope this innovation made by Mr.M.B.Lal. Plz provide me with the images or the blue print of this innovation. Thanks by Shashidhara.v Bangalore (Posted: Monday, May 12, 2008 at 23:25)

Karthik R Summer Solutions given by M B Lal is really great. IBN is doing good job. One question?? Where will we get the book “Snow Breeze” written M B Lal. (Posted: Monday, May 12, 2008 at 16:49)